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A B S T R A C T   

Optimum plant stand density and uniformity is vital in order to maximize corn (Zea mays L.) yield potential. 
Assessment of stand density can occur shortly after seedlings begin to emerge, allowing for timely replant de-
cisions. The conventional methods for evaluating an early plant stand rely on manual measurement and visual 
observation, which are time consuming, subjective because of the small sampling areas used, and unable to 
capture field-scale spatial variability. This study aimed to evaluate the feasibility of an unmanned aerial vehicle 
(UAV)-based imaging system for estimating early corn stand count in three cropping systems (CS) with different 
tillage and crop rotation practices. A UAV equipped with an on-board RGB camera was used to collect imagery of 
corn seedlings (~14 days after planting) of CS, i.e., minimum-till corn-soybean rotation (MTCS), no-till corn- 
soybean rotation (NTCS), and no-till corn-corn rotation with cover crop implementation (NTCC). An image 
processing workflow based on a deep learning (DL) model, U-Net, was developed for plant segmentation and 
stand count estimation. Results showed that the DL model performed best in segmenting seedlings in MTCS, 
followed by NTCS and NTCC. Similarly, accuracy for stand count estimation was highest in MTCS (R2 = 0.95), 
followed by NTCS (0.94) and NTCC (0.92). Differences by CS were related to amount and distribution of soil 
surface residue cover, with increasing residue generally reducing the performance of the proposed method in 
stand count estimation. Thus, the feasibility of using UAV imagery and DL modeling for estimating early corn 
stand count is qualified influenced by soil and crop management practices.   

1. Introduction 

Optimum plant density and uniformity are critical crop management 
parameters to maximize crop production and yield, especially for corn 
(Zea mays L.) (Sangoi, 2001). Optimal plant density is determined based 
on a number of factors, such as hybrid, maturity, length of growing 
season, and planting date (Sangoi, 2001). For example, higher planting 
density is suggested for early planting where there is a risk of yield loss 
due to the lower soil and air temperature (Bollero et al., 1996; Sangoi, 
2001; Stanger and Lauer, 2006). In addition, higher planting density is 
utilized to increase the stress-tolerance of corn hybrids to maximize 
yield (Assefa et al., 2016; Van Roekel and Coulter, 2011). Although 
seeds may be planted at the optimum density, spatial variation of the 
plant density can occur due to poor seed germination (including emer-
gence delays and/or failed emergence), planter performance problems, 
and early-season plant death due to stress (Thorp et al., 2007). 

Collectively, this variability affects final corn grain yield. Therefore, 
early assessment of plant density by quantifying stand count is valuable 
for subsequent management decisions (e.g., replanting and post-emerge 
herbicide applications) and for evaluating spatial yield variability as 
shown in yield maps. 

The conventional method for an early stand count is usually based on 
manually counting the number of seedlings at multiple sites within a 
given field (Nielsen, 2003). Manual assessment of stand count is time 
consuming, labor intensive, subjective due to small sampling areas used, 
and may not be representative of whole fields (Varela et al., 2018). In 
addition, sensors mounted on the row-dividers of a combine head have 
been developed to count and map plant density at harvest, resulting in 
more information for crop management recommendations for the next 
growing season (Birrell and Sudduth, 1995; Sudduth et al., 2000). 
However, this measurement has no value for guiding in-season 
management. 
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Recently, UAV-based imaging systems have shown the potential of 
capturing high resolution red–green-blue (RGB) images for detecting 
and estimating stand counts of different crops including corn (Gnadinger 
and Schmidhalter, 2017; Kitano et al., 2019; Shuai et al., 2019; Varela 
et al., 2018), wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) (Jin et al., 2017), cotton 
(Gossypium L.) (Chen et al., 2018), rapeseed (Brassica napus L.) (Zhao 
et al., 2018), and sorghum (Sorghum bicolor L.) (Ghosal et al., 2019; Guo 
et al., 2018). These studies acquired images using high resolution RGB 
cameras at a low altitude (3 to 20 m) that resulted in a ground sampling 
distance (GSD) of 0.20 to 8.9 mm pixel− 1. Studies showed that UAV- 
based methods could estimate stand counts accurately with co-
efficients of determination (R2) of 0.80 to 0.91, 0.56 to 0.84, 0.72 to 
0.89, and 0.89 for wheat (Jin et al., 2017), sorghum (Ghosal et al., 2019; 
Guo et al., 2018), rapeseed (Zhao et al., 2018), and corn (Gnadinger and 
Schmidhalter, 2017), respectively. 

One of the most important steps in the assessment of crop stand count 
using UAV imagery is to segment plants from images. The crop seg-
mentation can be conducted using vegetation indices to signify the 
difference between crop and background. For example, a simple excess 
green vegetation index was used to segment corn plants from UAV im-
ages where there were only small amounts of residue on the soil surface 
(Shuai et al., 2019; Varela et al., 2018). Gnadinger and Schmidhalter 
(2017) used contrast enhancement and threshold value in two color 
spaces (i.e., HSV and L*a*b) for image segmentation to detect plants at 
the 3- to 5-leaf development stage, while Kitano et al. (2019) used a deep 
learning (DL) method to estimate plant density with different treatments 
(plant densities, flying heights, and growth stages). Although these 
studies demonstrated the potential of detecting plants and determining 
corn stand count at early growth stages using global thresholds, they 
focused on fields under traditional agriculture practices that included 
conventional or minimum tillage, where the image background was 
simple and dominated by soil. In recent years, conservation agriculture 
has become popular due to its potential for mitigating negative envi-
ronmental impacts while maintaining desired yield (Conway et al., 
2018; Hobbs et al., 2008; Nunes et al., 2018; Pittelkow et al., 2015; Yost 
et al., 2016). Conservation agriculture fields that include no-till (crop 
planting with minimum soil disturbance), cover crops, and diverse crop 
rotations (Hobbs et al., 2008; Pittelkow et al., 2015) have plant residues 
that make it difficult to identify early-stage plants for accurate evalua-
tion of stand count. For UAV imagery stand count methods to be widely 
adoptable, the stand count assessment methods need to be evaluated for 
corn fields where conservation agriculture is practiced and where there 
is a more complex background. Based on our best knowledge, the per-
formance of UAV-based method in stand count assessment for crops 
managed using conservation agriculture has not been evaluated. 

Due to advances in image processing and deep learning (DL) tech-
niques, it is now possible to process images with more complex back-
grounds. Deep learning is a kind of machine learning (ML), which is 
composed of different functions (e.g., convolutions, pooling layers, and 
fully connected layers) to transform data in a hierarchical way, forming 
a “deeper” neural network model (Kamilaris and Prenafeta-Boldú, 
2018). Deep learning techniques are more effective than conventional 
ML in identification of subtle differences in images due to their ability 
for feature learning from raw data and automatic feature extraction in 
the model. Deep learning has shown great potential in segmenting plants 
from the soil background using low-altitude UAV images (Fan et al., 
2018; Fawakherji et al., 2019; Kitano et al., 2019; Trujillano et al., 2018; 
Zhang et al., 2020; Zhuang et al., 2018). The RGB color and multi-
spectral images captured from a UAV have been used in a DL model to 
segment tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum L.) (Fan et al., 2018), corn (Fawa-
kherji et al., 2019; Kitano et al., 2019; Trujillano et al., 2018), sugar beet 
(Beta vulgaris L.) (Fawakherji et al., 2019), and purple rapeseed leaves 
(Zhang et al., 2020). Moreover, RGB images collected from a camera 
mounted on an agricultural robot were used in a DL model to segment 
corn and sugar beet plants under different light conditions (Zhuang 
et al., 2018). All these studies used the same type of DL model known as 

a convolutional neural network (CNN), which is primarily used for 
pattern recognition within images (Albawi et al., 2017). The main ar-
chitecture of CNN is formed by stacked layers of convolution, pooling, 
and fully-connected layers. The convolution layer extracts features 
automatically from each input image and the pooling layer reduces the 
dimensionality of the extracted features (Amara et al., 2017). Then, the 
fully-connected layer at the end utilizes the learned features to classify 
the input images. Examples of the CNN models used include U-Net for 
corn and purple rapeseed leaves segmentation (Kitano et al., 2019; 
Zhang et al, 2020), Segnet and VGG-UNet for corn and sugar beet 
classification (Fawakherji et al., 2019), and LeNet for corn classification 
(Trujillano et al., 2018). 

With the promising results from using UAV imagery and DL 
modeling for segmenting images, the present study aimed to evaluate 
the feasibility of UAV-based imagery and a DL model for estimating 
early corn stand count in different cropping systems (CS). The specific 
objectives included: 1) to build a DL model for segmenting corn plants in 
different CS from UAV images; and 2) to build an image processing 
workflow for corn early stand count estimation. 

2. Material and methodology 

2.1. Experimental site 

This study was conducted in 2019 at a research farm in the United 
States Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service (USDA- 
ARS) Long-Term Agroecosystem Research (LTAR) network (Sadler et al., 
2015) near Centralia, MO (39◦13′48′′ N, 92◦7′14′′ W). A detailed 
description and research history of the site have been reported previ-
ously (Conway et al., 2018; Yost et al., 2016). In the present study, a 
large-plot area (12 ha) and an adjacent 4-ha field were used (Fig. 1). The 
replicated plot area had 10 CS main plots with three replications. Each 
plot was 190 m by 20 m (0.4 ha). As indicated in Table 1, this study 
included two of the 10 CS, i.e., minimum-tillage corn-soybean rotation 
(MTCS, Fig. 1) and no-till corn-soybean rotation (NTCS, Fig. 1). These 
have been managed in this same rotation for >25 years. A third CS, no- 
till continuous corn with cover crops (NTCC) was implemented in the 
adjacent 4-ha field (Fig. 1). For MTCS and NTCS, the plots were planted 
with soybean (Glycine max) in 2018, resulting in low to medium 
amounts of residue in the plots when planting corn in 2019 (Fig. 2a-d). 
Meanwhile, in the spring of 2018, corn was planted in the NTCC, fol-
lowed by a cover crop seeding in the fall. The cover crop consisted of 
cereal rye (Secale cereale L.) and hairy vetch (Vicia villosa Roth), causing 
a higher percentage of residue cover when planting in 2019 (Fig. 2e and 
f). 

A 4-row planter with John Deere MaxEmerge XP row units (Deere & 
Co., Moline, IL, USA) was used for planting corn (hybrid Pioneer 0589, 
Corteva Agriscience, Wilmington, DE, USA) in all plots at a row spacing 
of 0.76 m. In 2019, MTCS and NTCS plots were planted on May 15, while 
the NTCC field was planted on May 31 (Table 1). Seeding rate was set as 
81,510 seeds ha− 1 across the site, which was equivalent to a plant 
spacing of 16 cm. Additionally, the planter was outfitted with a Preci-
sion Planting hydraulic downforce system (DeltaForce®) and finger- 
pickup seed meters (Precision Planting, LLC., Tremont, IL, USA). No 
planter residue management (e.g., row cleaners and no-till coulters) was 
used during the seeding operation. 

2.2. UAV data collection 

Aerial image data was collected using a Phantom 4 Advanced UAV 
(DJI, Shenzhen, Guangdong, China) equipped with an on-board RGB 
camera. The camera had a field-of-view (FOV) of 84◦ and the selected 
image size was 4864 by 3648 pixels. Imagery was taken about two weeks 
after planting when the corn was at the second leaf vegetative growth 
stage (V2) or earlier. Specifically, data were collected for the MTCS and 
NTCS plots on May 28 and the NTCC field on June 14, 2019 (Table 1). 
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Sequential images were taken at 0.5 frame per second (fps) at a 10-m 
flight height and a speed of 2 m s− 1, which were set by planning the 
mission waypoints using the UAV control app Litchi (VC Technology 
Ltd, London, U.K.) to ensure image overlap of 75% in both forward and 
sideward directions. Each image frame had a calculated ground sam-
pling distance (GSD) of 0.3 cm pixel− 1 and covered an area of approx-
imately 159.1 m2 (14.6 m × 10.9 m). This resulted in about 19 corn rows 
per image. 

2.3. Image processing and data analysis 

Due to the complexity of images with small corn plants and heavy 
residues, as well as cover crops in the NTCC CS, an image processing 
method based on deep learning (DL) was used in this study to segment 

Fig. 1. Long-Term Agroecosystem Research (LTAR) experimental site used for this study with different cropping systems (MTCS: minimum-till corn-soybean; NTCS: 
no-till corn-soybean; NTCC: no-till corn-corn including cover crop) identified. 

Table 1 
Cropping system description, date of planting, and UAV image acquisition date 
in 2019 at the study site near Centralia, MO.  

Cropping 
System 

Description Residue 
Cover 

Planting 
Date 

UAV 
Image 
Date 

MTCS Minimum-till; Corn 
following soybean 

None/Low May 15th May 28th 

NTCS No-till; Corn following 
soybean 

Medium May 15th May 28th 

NTCC No-till; Corn following 
corn with cover crops 

High May 31st June 14th  

Fig. 2. Images of the three cropping systems with different types and amounts of residue cover. Images (a), (c) and (e) were taken using the UAV system, and (b), (d) 
and (f) were taken using a camera from the ground. Images (a) and (b) are minimum-till corn-soybean rotation (MTCS) with no or low residue; (c) and (d) are no-till 
corn-soybean rotation (NTCS) with medium residue; and (e) and (f) are no-till continuous corn including cover crops (NTCC) with high residue. Images were acquired 
at 13 (MTCS and NTCS) or 14 (NTCC) days after planting. 
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corn seedlings from UAV imagery. The image processing method 
included three major steps of 1) developing a DL model for image seg-
mentation; 2) pre-processing UAV image data to prepare the input im-
ages for the DL model; 3) post-processing the segmented images from the 
DL model to obtain final segmented images with the background 
removed. 

2.3.1. Development of the deep learning model 
The DL model used in this study was the U-Net model, which is a type 

of convolutional neural network and was first introduced for image 
segmentation in biomedical applications (Livne et al., 2019; Ronne-
berger et al., 2015). Recently, it has been widely used in agricultural 
applications for segmenting and classifying plants, weeds, and ground 
straw coverage (Fawakherji et al., 2019; Kitano et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 
2020; Zhao et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2020). The U-net model is able to 
extract global features and context information from small-sized images 
and does not require a large training dataset (Zhou et al., 2020), making 
it feasible for this study. These features make it suitable for object seg-
mentation with low resolution, uncertain size, and complex back-
grounds (Zhang et al., 2020). Studies also showed that the image 
segmentation accuracy (pixel-to-pixel comparison) was higher as 
compared to other DL models such as SegNet (Fawakherji et al., 2019; 
Zhang et al., 2020). 

In this study, the U-Net model was built using the ‘unetLayers’ 
function in Matlab (R2019b, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) with an 
encoder and a decoder as illustrated in Fig. 3. The encoder learned image 
features from input images, and reduced its dimension (width × height) 
by the max pool operation (2 × 2 filter size). The decoder identified the 
localization of the object-of-interest based on the corresponding refer-
ence feature map from the encoder part (depth concatenation). The 
depth concatenation also restored the image to its original dimension by 
up-convolution (2 × 2 filter size) and up-ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit) 
operations. The bridge section connected the encoder and decoder parts. 
All convolution operations had a filter size of 3 by 3, except for the final 
convolution layer before the output segmented image, which had a filter 
size of 1 by 1. The dropout operation selected a probability (0.5 in this 

study) at which input elements were dropped out randomly to prevent 
overfitting when training the neural network (Srivastava et al., 2014). 
Fig. 3a–g visualize some channels from the multi-channel feature map of 
the step-by-step image segmentation from the model. Training options 
as indicated in Table 2 were used. 

2.3.2. Pre-processing UAV images 
Ten UAV images were randomly selected from each CS to train the U- 

Net model for image segmentation. Images were rotated to ensure plant 
rows were vertical based on visual inspection. Each plant row image was 
subsequently cropped to 200 pixels wide by the height of the rotated 
image (Fig. 4a–c) using Matlab (R2019b, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). 
The image width of 200 pixels (equivalent to 60 cm based on the average 
GSD of 0.3 cm pixel− 1) was selected to include one corn row in the 
middle and an adequate background. Then, smaller sized images with a 
dimension of 200 by 304 pixels were cropped from the plant row images, 
where the 304 pixels of image height covering 91 cm included one to 
five corn plants in each cropped image (Fig. 4d). Theoretically, five 
plants should have been included in the cropped images based on the 91 
cm image length and plant spacing of 16 cm. However, the actual GSD 
changed during flight due to the variation of flight height caused by field 
slope and the error of UAV elevation sensor, resulting in fewer plants 
covered in some images. The cropped images were divided into training 
(70%), validation (20%), and testing (10%) datasets (Table 3). Training 
and validation datasets were used to build the DL model, and the model 
was evaluated using the testing dataset. Ground truth images (i.e., 

Fig. 3. The architecture of the U-net deep learning model used in the study with legend at the bottom left. Each rectangle represents a multi-channel feature map 
with the number of channels given above. Image dimension (width × height) is indicated at the left edge. (a) to (g) show example channels from the feature map. 

Table 2 
Training option values used to train the model.  

Training Option Name Value 

Solver ‘adam’ 
Learning Rate 0.0001 
Max Epoch 50 
Mini Batch Size 64  
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binary images of corn plants in white {pixel value = 1} and background 
in black {pixel value = 0}) of each cropped image were prepared using 
‘Image Segmenter’ apps from the ‘Image Processing and Computer 
Vision’ toolbox in Matlab. Regions of interest (i.e., corn plants) were 
drawn using ‘Draw ROIs’ in the ‘Image Segmenter’ apps and the binary 
image was exported (Fig. 5j-l). 

2.3.3. Post-processing segmented images from DL model 
Followed by the U-Net model, image post-processing steps including 

an adaptive image thresholding method (Bradley and Roth, 2007) and 
the morphological operation of image erosion were used to remove the 
remaining background or any noise in the image (Fig. 5g-i). The final 
segmented binary image was compared with the ground truth binary 
image (Fig. 5j-l) to evaluate the image segmentation of the U-Net model 
using three parameters, namely precision, recall, and F1 (Table 4), 
which were computed by ‘bfscore’ in Matlab (Csurka et al., 2013). The 
average of each parameter for all the images in each CS as well as overall 
(for all CS) was calculated and reported. 

2.4. Image processing workflow for plant stand count estimation 

An image processing workflow (Fig. 6) was built to estimate plant 
stand count (number of plant m− 1) for each corn row. Firstly, UAV im-
ages were cropped to 4800 by 3648 pixels from the original dimension of 
4864 × 3648 pixels using the ‘imcrop’ function in Matlab. This was done 
so that 288 images could be equally cropped from the UAV image to be 
used as input images in the U-Net model. The same DL model and post- 

processing steps as described previously (henceforth referred to as 
proposed method) were used to segment the cropped images. Then, the 
cropped images were combined sequentially, followed by a row detec-
tion step to prevent counting non-corn objects between rows (Fig. 6b–e). 
The row detection step began by first finding the lines (rows) in the 
binary image using a Hough transformation (Fig. 6c), and the angle 
detected was used to rotate the binary (Fig. 6d) and original images. 
When summing the number of pixels at each image width of the binary 
image (“1” for plants and “0” for background) and smoothing the data 
using a Gaussian filter, the detected peaks (red circles in Fig. 6e) rep-
resented each row (Varela et al., 2018). The image width position of 
each peak was used to crop each plant row from the rotated original 
image and binary image. Additionally, the plants in each row were 
manually counted using the original color image (Fig. 6f) and denoted as 
manual count. Likewise, the plants in the binary image (Fig. 6g) were 
counted by detecting the number of connected components in the image 
and denoted as UAV count. Since the corn plants were mostly in V2 or 
earlier growth stages, no plants overlapped. The exception to this was a 
small number of “double plants”, caused by two seeds being released by 
the planter at the same time. 

Seven to nine UAV images, comprised of about 60 plant rows for each 
CS were randomly selected for the manual and UAV corn stand count 
comparison in plants m− 1. The stand count in each row was determined 
using the ratio of the total number of plants in the row to the row length. 
The GSD for each selected image was different due to the variability of 
actual flight height caused by the UAV launch location and field slope. 
Thus, actual GSD (cm pixel− 1) was first calculated using the division of 
constant planter row spacing (76 cm) by row spacing in pixels from the 
image. The computed GSD ranged from 0.14 to 0.26 cm pixel− 1 for the 
UAV images used in the analyses. Then, the row length was determined 
by multiplying the number of pixels by the computed GSD. Lastly, 
scatter plots were created to compare the manual and UAV count. Pre-
vious studies used several metrics to describe model performance in 
estimating stand count, including coefficient of determination (R2, 
Gnadinger and Schmidhalter, 2017) and MAPE (Kitano et al., 2019). 
Thus, these two metrics were utilized to allow for comparison with 
previous studies, and an additional performance metric of root-mean- 

Fig. 4. Illustration of image data preparation for building the deep learning (DL) model in this study: (a) original UAV image where red boxes indicate plant rows; (b) 
rotated UAV image; (c) cropped images of plant rows; and (d) cropped images used to build DL model. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure 
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 3 
Number of cropped images from each cropping system used in training, vali-
dation and testing datasets.  

Dataset MTCS NTCS NTCC Total 

Training 1020 1000 1016 3036 
Validation 290 280 288 858 
Testing 140 130 139 409 
Total 1450 1410 1443   
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square error (RMSE) was also computed. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Image segmentation evaluation 

Example images of different CS with different precision, recall, and 
F1 values are shown in Fig. 7. The overlay showed a very close agree-
ment between boundaries when the values of all three parameters were 

equal to one (Fig. 7a). Precision values were low when the UAV pre-
diction indicated more plant area than that of the ground truth (Fig. 7d), 
or detected other green objects (Fig. 7c) as indicated in the overlay by 
the green color. Meanwhile, recall values were low when a portion of a 
plant (Fig. 7e and f) or a complete small-sized plant (Fig. 7b) in the 
ground truth was not included in the prediction as shown in the purple 
color of the overlay. 

Results using the proposed method are listed in Table 5, including 
the average precision, recall, and F1 of training, validation and testing 
datasets for each CS and all the CS (overall). The MTCS had the highest 
performance with the greatest average precision, recall, and F1 
(0.93–0.96), followed by NTCS (0.85–0.93), and NTCC (0.74–0.90). 
Thus, performance of the proposed method decreased as residue cover 
increased. Overall, the proposed method was able to segment corn 
plants from the background in UAV images of different CS with high 
precision, recall, and F1 for all the datasets (0.86–0.92). The MTCS and 
NTCS had higher average recall than precision for all datasets, sug-
gesting that most prediction images in these CS had plants with larger 
area than that of the ground truth images. Nonetheless, the additional 
area of plants in the ground truth images was usually on the edge of the 
plants (Fig. 7d), and likely did not negatively affect the accuracy of plant 
stand count estimation. The low precision value also indicated the 
possibility of detecting other green objects, such as weeds, that were 
usually found between rows and would cause an over-prediction of 
stand count. This issue could be addressed by including the row detec-
tion step (Fig. 6b–e) to avoid counting non-corn objects between rows. 

The NTCC had higher average precision than recall, indicating that 
most of the prediction images had plants with smaller area than that of 
the ground truth images. The NTCC had the highest amount of residue, 
with some of the residue covering part of the plant leaves. Hence, this 

Fig. 5. Illustration of image segmentation using the 
proposed deep learning (DL) model and final seg-
mentation results. Images (a) to (c) are the original 
images; (d) to (f) are output from the proposed DL 
model; (g) to (i) are final segmented images; (j) to (l) 
are ground truth binary images prepared using the 
‘Image Segmenter’ apps for each cropping system: 
minimum-tillage corn-soybean rotation (top row); 
no-till corn-soybean rotation (middle row); no-till 
continuous corn including cover crops (bottom 
row).   

Table 4 
Parameter used to evaluate image segmentation (Csurka et al., 2013).  

Parameters Description 

Precision Precision =
TP

TP + FP   
where TP = true positive, number of pixels on the ground truth 
segmentation boundary that are also on the predicted segmentation 
boundary; 
FP = false positive, number of pixels on the predicted segmentation 
boundary but not on the ground truth segmentation boundary 

Recall Recall =
TP

TP + FN   
where TP = true positive, number of pixels on the ground truth 
segmentation boundary that are also on the predicted segmentation 
boundary; 
FN = false negative, number of pixels on the ground truth 
segmentation boundary but not on the predicted segmentation 
boundary 

F1 Measures how close the predicted boundary of an object matches the 
ground truth boundary. 

F1 =
2 × precision × recall

recall + precison   
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covered part was not included in the prediction image (Fig. 7e and f). 
Additionally, low recall values could be caused by some plants not being 
detected, which would result in under-prediction during stand count 
estimation. This issue was especially apparent when the corn plants 
were surrounded by other green residue (i.e., plants not completely 
senesced after pre-plant herbicide application) in this NTCC CS, as 
illustrated in Fig. 8. 

3.2. Plant stand count estimation 

Nearly all the background was removed in images from MTCS and 
NTCS (Fig. 9). However, for NTCC, some of the background consisting of 
green residue was not completely removed (Fig. 9i and l). By introducing 
the additional step of row detection (Fig. 6b–e), these background ob-
jects were not included in the final cropped plant row image (Fig. 6f and 
g), thus improving the estimation accuracy. Good correspondence was 

observed between manual and UAV counts of corn for all the CS with R2 

of more than 0.9. (Fig. 10). The MTCS had the lowest RMSE and MAPE 
followed by NTCS and NTCC, suggesting that higher amounts of residue 
increased the difficulty of counting the correct number of plants. 

The under-prediction in MTCS and NTCS was attributed to small- 
sized plants, which were late-emerging plants, and were considered as 
image noise and removed (Fig. 11a–d). Occasionally, the under- 
prediction was also due to the overlapped leaves of two close plants 
(“double plants”, Fig. 11e–h). On the contrary, over-prediction in MTCS 
and NTCS resulted from a limitation of the image processing workflow 
when the UAV image was cropped equally into 288 images. Some corn 
plants were split, with portions appearing in two images (Fig. 12a–d), 
and after the background removal using the proposed method followed 
by combining the images sequentially, the same plants were divided into 
two parts (Fig. 12e and f). For NTCC, higher amounts of residue resulted 
in more under- and over-prediction. These residues varied in color from 

Fig. 6. Workflow of estimating plant population in each row of a single UAV image captured for the cropping system of no-till continuous corn including cover crops 
in this study. (a) original UAV image; (b) segmented binary image; (c) segmented binary image with lines in green found by Hough transformation; (d) rotated binary 
image; (e) smoothed curve with peaks representing plant row positions; (f) cropped original image for manual count (37 plants); (g) cropped binary image for UAV 
count (36 plants). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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yellow or white dry straw (Fig. 13a) to yellow or light green cover crops 
or weeds (Fig. 13c). As indicated in Fig. 13a and b, some plants (red 
circle) were not detected, while in Fig. 13c and d, some plants (red box) 
were divided into two parts. 

Although there was some under- and over-prediction for all the CS, 
our results show better or comparable performance of corn stand count 
estimation when compared to similar previous studies. For example, our 
results of R2 > 0.90 for all the CS were higher than the R2 of 0.89 in the 
study by Gnadinger and Schmidhalter (2017). Although neither the crop 
growth stage or CS were specificed, the UAV image shown in their article 
illustrated larger corn plants (3- to 5-leaves) with only soil background, 
which was comparable to the MTCS in the present study. Hence, the 
proposed method attained a higher performance at an earlier growth 
stage than this previous study. 

Similarly, the MAPE results ranged from 4.51% to 16.57% across all 

Fig. 7. Example images showing different precision, recall, and F1 values in three cropping systems: minimum-tillage corn-soybean rotation (a and b), no-till corn- 
soybean rotation (c and d), and no-till continuous corn including cover crops (e and f). ‘Ground Truth’ is the binary image prepared by ‘Image Segmenter’ apps, 
‘Prediction’ is the segmented binary image from the proposed method, and ‘Overlay’ compares ground truth and segmented binary images. 

Table 5 
Average precision, recall and F1 of training, validation and testing datasets for 
different cropping systems.  

Dataset Parameter MTCS NTCS NTCC Overall 

Training Precision 0.95 0.89 0.90 0.91 
Recall 0.96 0.93 0.86 0.92 
F1 0.96 0.92 0.88 0.92 

Validation Precision 0.93 0.86 0.78 0.86 
Recall 0.94 0.92 0.74 0.86 
F1 0.94 0.90 0.74 0.86 

Testing Precision 0.94 0.85 0.81 0.87 
Recall 0.96 0.91 0.74 0.86 
F1 0.95 0.90 0.77 0.87  

Fig. 8. Images showing a low recall value in the cropping system with no-till continuous corn including cover crops due to some plants that were not detected when 
surrounded by green residue. The original image is on the left (a) and the overlaid image between ground truth and segmented binary images is on the right (b). (For 
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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CS. This showed comparable or better performance of the proposed 
method to results from previous research performed by Kitano et al. 
(2020), which found MAPE to range from 2.6 to 53.3%. They used DL 
and UAV images in estimating corn stand counts with different factors 
such as plant density (45,000, 70,000, and 90,000 plants ha− 1), flight 
height (10, 15, and 20 m), and vegetative growth stage (V4, V6, and V8). 
When considering the same flight height in our study (10 m), their MAPE 
ranged from 11.6 to 14.4% when estimating plant stand count at V4 
stage. Although the NTCS in our study had MAPE of 16.57%, our pro-
posed method was able to estimate the plant stand count at an earlier 
stage (V2 compared to V4, which is about 140 growing degree days 
earlier, Lee et al., 2007). Earlier detection of stand establishment could 
result in more time to implement management stragies, such as 
replanting. 

Meanwhile, the RMSE in the present study was low for all the CS and 
ranged from 0.28 to 0.48 plants m− 1 (Fig. 7a and b). A study by Shuai 
et al. (2019) estimated corn stand count at V2 (UAV images taken 25 
DAP at 4 and 5 m flying height) in a field previously planted to wheat 
and tilled with a vertical tillage implement prior to corn planting. The 
UAV image in their paper illustrated only soil background, which was 
similar to MTCS. Their results showed that the model missed two to five 
plants per plot (129–141 plants) in six 5-m rows. An equivalent calcu-
lation based on RMSE from our research showed our proposed method 
missed eight plants per plot. The higher number of missing plants might 
have been caused by the lower spatial resolution of our study (3.0 mm 
pixel− 1) as compared to theirs (1.1 and 1.4 mm pixel− 1). Although our 
method provided a lower estimation accuracy, it was able to estimate 
corn stand 11 days earlier than this previous study (14 vs 25 DAP). 

Overall, the proposed method was able to estimate early corn stand 
count (two weeks after planting, i.e. ~V2) for different CS with R2 

ranging from 0.92 to 0.95, RMSE of 0.28 to 0.48 plants m− 1, and MAPE 
of 4.51 to 16.57%. Further application of the proposed method could 
produce plant population maps of larger fields using stitched UAV im-
ages. This will potentially allow determining the exact location of areas 
of poor or no emergence in a field. As such, less time and labor will be 
needed as compared to traditional crop scouting methods. 

4. Conclusion 

This study proposed a method of using UAV imagery and a DL model 
in estimating early (V2) stand count of corn planted with different CS 
that varied in soil and residue backgrounds (MTCS, NTCS, and NTCC). 

Fig. 9. Examples of UAV images from crop-
ping systems: minimum-tillage corn-soybean 
rotation (top row), no-till corn-soybean 
rotation (middle row), and no-till continuous 
corn including cover crops (bottom row) 
used in plant stand count estimation. The 
original UAV images are in the first column 
(a–c) and segmented images using the pro-
posed method are in the second column 
(d–f). Those parts of the original UAV and 
segmented images in the red boxes are 
enlarged and shown in the third and fourth 
columns (g–l). (For interpretation of the ref-
erences to color in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the web version of this 
article.)   

Fig. 10. Comparison between manual and UAV stand count for each cropping 
system: minimum-tillage corn-soybean rotation (MTCS), no-till corn-soybean 
rotation (NTCS), and no-till continuous corn including cover crops (NTCC). 

Fig. 11. Examples of original (a, b, e, and f) and segmented (c, d, g, and h) 
images showing under-prediction of plant stand count caused by small-sized 
plants (a-d) and overlapped leaves (e-h) for two cropping systems: minimum- 
tillage corn-soybean rotation (top row) and no-till corn-soybean rotation (bot-
tom row). 
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Results showed that plant identification by UAV imagery was more 
difficult as the complexity of the background increased with average 
precision of 0.94, 0.85, and 0.81 in the testing dataset for MTCS, NTCS, 
and NTCC CS, respectively. The proposed method using a U-Net DL 
model and image post-processing was able to remove the background 
from a UAV image and increase plant identification accuracy. For plant 
stand count estimation, the row detection step improved R2 to >0.90 for 
all CS. Moreover, low RMSE (0.28–0.48 plants m− 1) and MAPE 
(4.51–16.57%) were attained for all the CS. The proposed method can be 
extended to estimate plant stand count for larger fields using stitched 
UAV images to produce plant population maps. These maps would be 
useful to researchers for making replanting decisions, estimating yield 
potential and nutrient recommendations, and evaluating effects of 
environmental factors on early emergence. To test the reliability of the 
proposed method, future validation work will be needed in plots and 
fields planted with similar or other soil and crop residue conditions. 
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